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                                                         FOOTS OF HARMONY 

In life, we come across many challenges. Some of them make us who we are while some tell us what we 

should be. My experiences with NCC ARMY BOYS unit of FAROOK COLLEGE 29(K) BN was something very 

different. Since Covid-19 spread like a wildfire, many of the training sessions and programmes were 

cancelled, but there is a chance to get some of them and my keen interest to know more about NCC 

never gone invained. When I come across it, I was totally puzzled, then gradually I discovered that NCC is 

not only a service but also something which may mould my character altogether. I secured a self trust to 

face all challenges which I thought I can’t do ever. It was from the passionate seniors, I acknowledged 

more about the life of a NCC cadet.  

                I still remember the day of blood donation camp, which made my blood run cold. I was so 

startled to donate blood since in my 12th standard. But NCC altered that fear too which finally made me 

fit to attend blood donation camp at KOZHIKODE MEDICAL COLLEGE without fear. That was an unfading 

day in my life since it took off. In every part of life, there’s gonna be good times and bad times. 

Something which disappointed me a lot was that I couldn’t participate in THAL SAINIK CAMP(TSC) 

selection. I greatly miss that marvellous opportunity. But I still optimise that more camps and events will 

encounter me and it so I will give my best shot.  

                   I am very eager to hear the repeated suggestions, daily moral lectures, motivating talks and 

the never ending list of things yet to come. Iam sure that NCC will give me best moments to remember . 

I don’t know really what to call it, a life or a dream? 

 

                                                                                                                                               

                 


